
              TRI-CITY CLASSIC  XI Scale Model Contest and Exhibition                         

        SPECIAL  AWARD  SUPPLEMENT  REFERENCE  DATA 

                                            FOR 
  

    “The Good German    ”  
And will cover SA2, SA8 and SA10 specifically in detail 

 

JUST TO FURTHER CONFUSE THINGS IS WHY 
 

1) The Contest Director Is Having More Fun, Feels Others Should Lighten Up   2)  Knowing Some Won’t, A Serious Explainer for Serious Minded 
 

PLOT THICKENER SYNOPSIS:   
 

 This SUPPLEMENT DATA merely a guide for SPECIFIC CHOSEN AWARDS for TRI CITY ELEVEN THEME, supposing 

Original Reference and Promotion Guide is unable to “expand or explain”  in greater detail . Most often, due to space and time.  
 

Plot  “ thickener “ is just expressing by the Contest Director who writes it, embellishing the purpose of the recipe here.  
 

THE CAST : What was perhaps clearly enough explained in the  “ SA Ref & Promotions Guide ” is now expressed again in the 

more focused specifics detail wise, for these selected Special Awards that seem to warrant the extra helpings of seasoning. 
 

 When you go to the specific awards here listed, this may utterly be made clear once and for all.   
 

SPECIAL EFFECTS: As in the Contest Director is openly pulling for more participation on the DOE (Day of  Event) this text is 

another effort to provide no quarter, no stone unturned, no lack of information or guidance, so he can see at the end if there’s no 

more, no less, an increased interest in the Special Awards that “aren’t your usual fare” and sometimes don’t get understood.  As 

now for several events, the staff and he get asked questions about qualifying entries that were pretty much outlined far ahead to 

most reasonable measures, yet aren’t the sort of things that lend themselves to “off hand answers in a hurry” on an Event day.  

 

Here perhaps will be a bit of good enough advice or nudge, to help you as a keen competitor get an extra leg up on winning. 

With it being so obvious that everyone sees it, and in some ways could diminish the intended effect of being Special. Or not 



              TRI-CITY CLASSIC  XI Scale Model Contest and Exhibition                          

         SPECIAL  AWARD  SUPPLEMENT  REFERENCE  DATA 

                                       FOR 

 SA2  “ Vengeance Is Mine ”  
           Best  V-Weapon,   Best Marine,  Best  “Bulge”  Subject  

( For  “ Bulge ” award only, subjects are not limited  to German specific, either ) 
   

PLOT THICKENER SYNOPSIS: While this Trio may yet prove to be bleak in actual turnout results, it won’t be due to lack of 

effort getting the framework across or promoting the “fun and competitive aspects” within it and without noting chances to win  

  The smallest range of possible entrants is of course, the very specific ranging limitation of V-1, V-2, V3 for V-Weapons part. 

However, as Casting will illustrate in more specific detail, there’s more than meets the eye perhaps, also offers “cross - over” as 

Special Effects will try to make more clear. That is also true for Best Marine, Casting will guide more again. Bulge Casting was 

Pretty much explained clearly in Original Ref & Promo, but will have more examples to pound home the point just because… 
 

THE CAST :  V-Weapons will include all varieties of the Fieseler Fi-103 including the Reichenberg Manned version, also the 

Post 1945 direct derivatives of the infamous “V-1 Buzz Bomb”. Remember the Contest Theme is not limited to WW2 Germany 

so these are valid “stretches” for good competitive purposes. The same holds true for the V-2, the A-4 weapon was also made to 

Plan for a long range “Amerika Weapon”, and several other derivatives that are available as models. There were Soviet, British, 

French and of course many US immediate post war “V-2/A4” employments that are considered valid for entry considerations. 

 The Bulge was a large localized theatre, and featured several opponents against German forces. So consider that, also keep in 

mind that since this award allows wide range, Air, Armor and Ground are “in play” for everyone. Good luck. 

 The “Marine” also includes this broad range, keep in mind. Reichsflotte, Imperial German Navy, Reichsmarine,Kriegsmarine, 

German Minesweeping Administration, Bundesmarine, Volkesmarine, and finally German Navy, all offer ships and also folk 

to model. Once the Air Arm factor comes into play, perhaps you see just how competitive this can get !  

 

SPECIAL EFFECTS: Keep in mind, many of these “single entry points” can be actually “multiple potentials” for awards at the 

TriCity 11.  Post 1945 V-1, V-2, derivatives (JB-2, Loon, SS-1, SS-2, Wac Corporal, Bumper) all could go for  SA1 Desert Fox 

Overall Theme award and SA3 Post ’45 Germany award for one. As some Marine Air could take up SA8 “Jet” work as well… 
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   SPECIAL  AWARD  SUPPLEMENT  REFERENCE  DATA 

                                       FOR 
 

  SA8           “ Best Straight Wing Jet ” 

 

           Award for Best of this type Subject (any scale or period) 
 

PLOT THICKENER SYNOPSIS:  That  this phrase can be “ somewhat  liberally defined “ will be demonstrated forthwith here.    

Put in simple terms: Regardless of scale, or period, or means to achieve the result (out of box kit build to utter scratch created) 

as long as your entry(s) have straight wing planform (somewhat liberally defined), at least one jet engine, you’re in the running.   
 

CAST : Having so many potential choices may seem to make it easy to conceive a winning ending, but not really. Down below is a not complete but 

pretty exhaustive (to read, if not to compile!! ) sorting out of considered eligible subjects.   *XYZ-123  = * indicates no known kit for item 
 

 (1939-45)  He-178,  He-280,  AR-234  (Ger.)  Caproni CC.1 (Italy)  E.28/39 Whittle , Gloster Meteor  (UK)  P-59A, P-80A (USA),   Kikka (Japan) 
 

USA:  FH-1, F2H, FJ-1, F3D, F6D, F6U, P-83, F-84, F-87, F-89, F94, F-104, F-109, B-43/45/46/48, T-37, T-38, T-45, F-5, F-20, A-9, A-10, A-37, 

Ames AD-1, X-3, *XC-123A, B-57 Family, U-2 Family, Global Hawk, Tacit Blue, LearJet 23/35, Citation 500, BD-5J 
 

Germany: Dornier Do-31, *-328, VJ-101C France: Ouragon, Trident, Leduc 022, Magister   Sweden : J-21R Italy: MB-326, MB-339 
 

Canada: CF-100, Avro C-102  Poland: TS-11, *I-22  Czech: L-29, L-39, *L-59, *L-159  Argentina: Pulqui I, *IA-63 Pampa  
 

Spain:  Ha-200, *C-101 UK: DH Comet family, Attacker, Sea Hawk, Sperrin, Canberra family, Saro SR.A/1, Vampire, Venom, Hunting H.126  
 

USSR: MiG-9, Yak-15/17/23, Yak-25RV, *IL-22, IL-28, SU-9, *SU-10, *Beriev R-1, Bartini WIG “Caspian Sea Monster”, Yak-40/42, *La-150,  

M-17/55, Tu-14 Bosun  
 

THIS LIST is considered to be a launch point of  eligible subjects to model , not the end all, be all. If you have something that you feel strongly will 

fit or qualify here, bring it on !  Better yet, do so and also email the Contest Director what it is, in case he ever finds time to update this list to include 

it before TC-11 Show Time !  Thanks again, for playing!  Contact is DAZE61283@MYPACKS.NET 

 

SPECIAL EFFECTS:  Director is widely defining “ a straight wing ” to include some  “ bent interpretations ” for fun not argue. 
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        SPECIAL  AWARD  SUPPLEMENT  REFERENCE  DATA 

                                       FOR 

 

 SA10   “ Mightiest Mercedes ” 

 

 Award for Best Mercedes Benz motor vehicle (land), WW1 (air) or Motorsport Subject 
 

PLOT SYNOPSIS:  Without a doubt, Our Heroes feel this has to be the year for this as a theme ! How utterly Teutonic can one 

be than offering chance to win award for modelling the legendary M-B ! Well, okay this is also a means to offer motor vehicles 

a better slice of the Special Awards pie. Hardly cramps their style here, though. Sheer range of  equipment from past, present, 

and some very exciting glimpses of the future definitely should prove to be abundant competition turnout, even limited to what 

was wheeled on the ground here. But we’re not going to be quite so confining, per se. There are two other big option forks here. 

 The wise community of players convinced the Contest Director to offer an aerial path to victory, hence the allowance for Great 

War Aeroplanes that have Mercedes engines, so 1914-1918 winged fans can play. The other path was already determined by the 

CD to be a fiendishly fun twist. Namely, the Mercedes Motorsports connection. Although only the first two years in the 1950s 

saw direct participation, the M-B involvement spanned much much longer in engine terms and corporate sponsorship. McLaren 

Team is particularly well known and easily modeled for competition. The range in a century of specific racing Mercedes is very 

spectacular, the number of civilian autos, trucks, in available kits is certainly promising. There are very famous (notorious?) G 

series that have been molded and be quite a sight to see, also “multiply chances to win a Special” (can’t be hard to guess how) 
 

THE CAST : So ANY Mercedes, Mercedes-Benz  designed, built land based motor vehicle is eligible. Also any 1914-1918 Air 

craft that are powered by Mercedes, M-B engines. Any Mercedes-Benz Motorsport subject in form of auto, truck or race team 

specific individual is also eligible. So you see, although the wheel haus set has the numbers advantage, air and racing can play. 
  

THE CREDITS: In order to WIN this award, your subject must be adjudged THE BEST of the above outlined casting. 
 

SPECIAL EFFECTS: How utterly simple to construct to take advantage of THE POTENTIAL OF CROSSOVER here. Double 

shot at win here or “A New Germany” was never more obvious to me,  for a wily competitor… Twice reach for half the effort ! 


